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When Bilinear Feature Meets
Bilinear Classifier
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input image size
448x448 pixel resolution
feature size
height and width h=w=28
channel c=512

Classifier Co-Decomposition
Assumption -- the channels can be merged as not all channels
contribute equally to classification
Idea -- reconstructing classifiers using
low-dimensional factors
Note -- this also allows end-to-end training without learning classifiers
in advance

Full Bilinear Model
vs.

Full bilinear CNN model uses linear SVM
classifier over vectorized of the bilinear
feature, which sums the outer product of
local features

vs.

feature dimension
c*c=512*512=262,144

Compact Bilinear Model

By approximating the polynomial
kernel, compact bilinear model
computes the bilinear feature
as summed Hadamard product
of higher-dimensional r
andom projection of local
features, with two binary random
matrix

≈

P1 and P2 of size
c×d=512×8192
feature dimension
d=8192

×

Real-World Low-Rank Observation
Reshaping the learned linear SVM classifiers into matrix form, decomposing
each one by PCA and plotting the sorted eigenvalue with standard deviation
versus the eigenvalue index, and accuracy versus rank of the classifiers.
linear SVM
linear SVM in matrix

using Frobenious norm of local features
as the classification score, avoiding
explicitly computing bilinear feature
P of size
c×m=512×100
feature length
m×hw=100×28*28
[more efficient useful when hw>m]

computing bilinear feature on reduced
local features

where we compute the low-rank
counterpart through PCA on the
classifier parameters

P of size
c×m=512×100
feature length
m×m=100×100

accuracy

eigenvalue with std

[more efficient useful when hw<m]

Our Model (LRBP-II)

rank-r SVM

index of sorted eigenvalue

Our Model (LRBP-I)

A

Demo, code and model can be found at the project webpage under author's webpage
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~skong2/lr_bilinear.html
rank of linear SVM
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Classification accuracy vs.
reduced dimension (m) and
rank (r)

Reconstruction fidelity (PSNR) of
classifier parameters vs. reduced
dimension (m) and rank (r)

learned parameter size
vs. reduced dimension
(m) and rank (r)

Experiment
Computational efficiency analysis
on CUB dataset, K=200, c=512, h=w=28, d=8192, m=100, r=8

FC-VGG16 -- fully connected layer
on VGG16
Fisher -- improved Fisher Encoding
on activations at conv5_3 of
VGG16 as local features
Full Bilinear -- full bilinear CNN model

summary statistics of datasets

Classification accuracy on benchmark datasets

visualization
1. gradient map
2. average activation map
3. simplying input image by removing superpixels

